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AMERIKA TOKEN-SET RULES v1.2
The following marker rules will help you incorporate additional rules into your
AMERIKA game. Feel free to pick and choose which ones to use so long as all players
agree. These can help balance the game when players of differing skill levels play
against each other, as well as adding new dimensions and strategy for advanced
players.

MILITIA MARKERS are used when the Allies are declaring territories they

will attack with their 3 Guerrilla Attacks each turn. Place these markers in front of
the Allied player at the beginning of the game. When the Allied player declares his
Guerilla attacks, he places one in each of the territories that will be attacked. They
are large enough that the target unit can be placed on top of the marker indicating
the unit that will be destroyed with a successful die roll. As each attack is resolved,
remove the marker and place it back in front of the Allied player to use the next
turn.

RESEARCH MARKERS enable the Allied player to toss out the “paper and
pencil method” of tracking Research Points. Instead, follow this procedure for
tracking the Allied research points throughout the game: Place the 9 Research
markers off to side at the beginning of the game. Issue one token to the Allied player
for every full 10 research points they achieve each turn. Anything less than 10
points does not earn a marker (no rounding up). In other words, 11 points earns one
marker, but so does 19 points. Once they have enough points to earn a 10th token,
the Allies have achieved their goal equal to 100 Victory Points. This also gives the
Axis player(s) a visual aide of how much time they have left to win. Be aware
though, with this method the game will last longer. The Axis will have more turns to
accomplish their goal. However, it will also allow the Allied player more turns to
build a larger army.
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OUT OF SUPPLY MARKERS will help you track when your cities are cutoff per the standard rules. Place one of the two markers in a territory that is cut off
to remind players that new units cannot be placed there.

FACTORY MARKERS force the Allied player to consider a new dimension of
strategy in their defense of America. During setup, the Allied player must choose 7
different locations for their factories (3 Minor, 3 Standard, 1 Major) in territories
outside Victory City zones. Factories now allow Allied units to be built in territories
besides friendly Victory Cities. Minor Factories may produce Infantry Units
(including mechanized) only, Standard Factories may produce any Tactical or
Infantry Units, and the Major Factory may produce any Unit: Tactical, Infantry, or
Special. When placing newly built units, the stacking rules still apply.
Axis forces may capture any of these factories during the game. Starting on the turn
after a factory is captured, the controlling Axis power may produce up to two units
in each captured factory.

AIRFIELD MARKERS are another way new strategic dimensions can be
added to the game. During setup, the Allied player must choose 8 different locations
for their airfields in territories outside Victory City zones, placing each of the eight
markers on the map. Throughout the entire game, including during setup, the only
places aircraft may land are these airfields or in a friendly city. This replaces the
standard rules about aircraft landing in any friendly territory, and includes both
Allied and Axis forces.
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V-2 ROCKET SITE MARKERS give the Axis forces in the game a new
weapon. The Axis forces may build one site per turn in any friendly territory during
the Place Reinforcements phase. If they do not control any territories (such as in
Turn 1), then no V-2 sites may be built. There is a maximum of 6 allowed in each
game. Once a V-2 is destroyed, it cannot be rebuilt. Just before the beginning of the
Allied Conduct Combat phase, the Axis player(s) may fire each V-2 site at an enemy
unit up to 3 spaces away. Combat is resolved for V-2 sites in the exact same manner
as Allied Guerilla attacks. The axis player(s) may choose to move a V-2 site one
territory instead of firing with it that turn. Effects of V-2 strikes take effect before
Allied combat begins.

From the first time I demoed AMERIKA at a 'Con, I was always asked the inevitable
question: "Do the Allies get to nuke the invaders?" A situation too complex to deal
with using the standard rules… But far too interesting to not explore in advanced
optional rules...

ATOMIC EXPLOSION MARKERS are used when Atomic weapons have
been developed and are used on the battlefield. Add these procedures to the game if
you want to use the Tactical Atomic Strike rules when you play:
There are three "components" to acquiring tactical atomics – Fuel, Steel, and
Uranium. At the beginning of the game, place one of these markers on each of the
three Research Facilities. Place the two Atomic Explosion markers off to the side. At
the end of each turn, during the Award Victory Points phase, the Allied player rolls
one die for each Research Facility in friendly control, that has a marker on it, to
attempt to complete each piece of the 3-part puzzle. On a roll of 1 or 2, the research
for that part of the weapon is complete and the marker is removed from the facility
and placed in front of the Allied player. Once the Allied player has all 3 components
(markers), place the two Atomic Explosion markers in front of the Allied player to
remind them to conduct an Atomic attack. Starting on the next turn, they may
conduct one strike each turn during the Conduct Guerilla Attacks phase.
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To conduct the Atomic Strike, the Allied player chooses one non-city territory as a
target and places one of the Atomic Explosion markers in that territory. Victory
Cities may never be the target of an Atomic attack. Next, the Allied player rolls one
die for each of the units in the territory destroying it on a 6 or less! There is also a
one-turn residual effect from the strike (hence two Atomic Explosion markers
included). Any units in a territory that was the target of the strike on the previous
turn are again rolled for in the same manner as the original strike, destroying them
on a 6 or less. It is advised to evacuate a territory that has been nuked!
One word of caution... Don't let the Tech fall into enemy hands! If the Allies
successfully build the Tactical Atomic Weapon during the game, but allow all 3
Research Facilities to fall into Axis control, the Axis forces gain the use of the Atomic
Weapon and the Allies lose the use of the weapon. Guard this powerful technology!
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OTHER CONCEPTS AND IDEAS FOR ENHANCED GAME PLAY
These are some additional markers from HBG that can be used as substitutes for the
above, or used in addition to those above to make your own rules.

These Rocket pieces come in many colors and can be used as V-2s, atomics,
or whatever else you come up with to add into the game.

HBG offers a wide array of supply and commodity markers that can be
used as objectives and game play variations. These include expanded markers to
make the atomic weapon rules more complex with items like Heavy Water, Nuclear
Reactor, and more!

HBG also offers a full line of Special Unit and Facility markers for your
special rules and ultimate house-rule version of AMERIKA.
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